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ABSTRACT 
Uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG) plays a key role in DNA maintenance via base excision repair 
(BER). Its role is to bind to DNA, locate unwanted uracil and remove it via a base flipping 
mechanism. To date, kinetic analysis of this complex process has been achieved using stopped-
flow analysis but, due to limitations in instrumental dead-times, discrimination of the “binding” 
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and “base flipping” steps is compromised. Herein we present a novel approach for analyzing base 
flipping using a microfluidic mixer and two-color two-photon (2c2p) fluorescence lifetime 
imaging microscopy (FLIM). We demonstrate that 2c2p FLIM can simultaneously monitor both 
binding and base flipping kinetics within the continuous flow microfluidic mixer, with results 
showing good agreement with computational fluid dynamics simulations. 
INTRODUCTION.  
The detection and monitoring of biological processes provides an important means to study 
mechanistic and functional behavior at many different levels. Herein we address two key 
challenges in such studies, namely the rapid detection of fluorescence changes in kinetic 
measurements and the imaging of biological molecules that normally require deep ultraviolet 
excitation (and are therefore not detectable using conventional visible and near-UV 
spectroscopies).  
Rapid kinetic analysis methods have a distinguished history in the biochemical sciences.1,2 
Surprisingly, the principal techniques of stopped flow and quench flow analysis, which are 
commonly used to study enzyme activity and conformational transitions, have not significantly 
changed during the last 50 years. The key limitation in both methods is the dead time associated 
with reagent mixing, which ultimately limits temporal resolution to approximately 1 ms. Shorter 
time scales can in principle be accessed through relaxation techniques such as the temperature 
jump method, but these are ill-suited to enzymatic processing, where enzyme and substrate must 
be kept separate prior to measurement.1 
Microfluidic systems are convenient environments in which to perform kinetic studies on short 
timescales due to the ability mix multiple reagent streams in a rapid and controllable fashion. 
Moreover, they are especially attractive for the study of biological processes due to their low 
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sample/reagent requirements.3 To this end, a range of microfluidic mixers operating within low 
Reynold’s number regimes (and relying diffusive mixing of reagents) have been used for the 
quantitative analysis of a variety of reactive systems.4,5 Such devices can be readily calibrated and 
analyzed using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and a number of recent studies have 
demonstrated that fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) can provide a robust experimental 
readout of both fluid dynamics6,7 and molecular kinetics8 in such systems. For example, Matthews 
and co-workers recently utilized a simple Y-mixer to extract chemical rate constants by comparing 
time-resolved FLIM data with numerical simulations.9 
Herein we report the use of microfluidic mixing and two-color two-photon (2c2p) fluorescence 
lifetime imaging to study the DNA repair enzyme uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG) due to its 
fundamental importance in maintaining DNA fidelity.10 UNG is an initiator in the base excision 
repair pathway and also prevents mutagenesis by eliminating non-native uracil from DNA through 
cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond to leave an apyrimidinic (AP) site. This AP site is then 
processed by the remainder of the base excision repair machinery. Specifically, an AP 
endonuclease cleaves the DNA backbone, a deoxyribophosphodiesterase removes the remaining 
ribosyl sugar from the 5’ phosphate and a DNA polymerase and ligase fill and seal the gap.11 UNG, 
like many DNA glycosylases, exploits the structural transition known as nucleotide flipping to 
gain access to the interior of the DNA helix and catalyze the removal of the unwanted base.12 
Despite being discovered two decades ago,13 the precise molecular mechanism that underlies 
nucleotide flipping remains unclear. Due to the dynamic nature of nucleotide flipping, kinetic 
studies are desirable to interrogate the conformational transitions required, but conventional 
stopped-flow methodologies are limited in their ability to resolve such fast events.14 For this 
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reason, we propose a novel methodology incorporating continuous flow microfluidics that is able 
to simultaneously monitor DNA binding and nucleotide flipping by UNG.  
Uracil lesion recognition by UNG is a two-step process in which the enzyme first binds the DNA 
and then flips the base into its active site. Significantly, it has been demonstrated that these two 
processes can be monitored independently. Binding can be monitored by labelling the DNA with 
extrinsic fluorophores and monitoring variations in fluorescence anisotropy.14-16 Conversely, 
nucleotide flipping can be monitored by placing the fluorescent base analogue 2-aminopurine 
(2AP) adjacent to the flipped uracil base.17 These two signals can be used to contemporaneously 
monitor these events in sequence.14 
The development of a microfluidic platform for studying UNG presents several challenges. While 
the hexachlorofluorescein (HEX) label commonly used to monitor DNA binding can be excited in 
the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum (e.g. using pulsed diode lasers, a fibre-laser 
pumped super continuum source to implement FLIM or using an ultrafast Ti:Sapphire laser for 
two photon excitation), the 2-AP base analogue used to probe nucleotide flipping can only be 
excited using ultraviolet radiation at wavelengths below the limit for two photon excitation using 
conventional Ti:Sapphire lasers. To address this challenge we propose the implementation of two-
color two-photon (2c2p) fluorescence lifetime imaging,18 which is able to excite fluorophores at 
wavelengths down to 300 nm with a greater efficiency than three-photon excitation. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 
DNA and protein preparation.  
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Synthetic oligonucleotides were synthesised by Eurogentec (Liège, Belgium). Their sequences are 
reported in Table 1 where U, P and H indicate the positions of uracil, 2-AP and HEX respectively. 
Both 1U and 2U contain uracil and are tagged with HEX at the 5’ end via a flexible carbon linker. 
In addition, 2U also contains the base analogue 2-AP to allow detection of nucleotide flipping. In 
single stranded DNA, charge transfer from 2-AP to adenine is much more efficient than to other 
bases.19 UNG is known to bind single stranded DNA as well as double stranded DNA15 and thus, 
since 2-AP is positioned adjacent to adenine in 2U, a significant change in fluorescence will be 
observed when the stacking is disrupted by UNG interaction.15,17 
 
HSV-1 UNG mutant (D88N/H210N) was purified and stored as previously described.16 Wild-type 
UNG shows catalytic behavior, rapidly initiating base cleavage and subsequent dissociation. In the 
current studies, the inactive mutant was used to allow observation of binding in the absence of 
uracil removal.16 This mutant has both of its catalytic residues mutated to Asn (asparagine) so that 
the DNA remains tightly bound to the substrate when uracil is flipped into the active site. Solutions 
of DNA and UNG were prepared in a buffer of 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl 
and filtered before use with a 0.2 µm pore size filter to prevent introduction of particulates into the 
microfluidic system. All experiments were conducted at 25ºC. 
 
Time-resolved measurements of HEX within DNA.  
 
Fluorescence lifetime decay profiles in solution were measured using a custom-built time-resolved 
fluorometer.20 Specifically, HEX was excited using a pulsed fiber-laser-pumped supercontinuum 
source (SPC-400, Fianium, Southampton, UK) providing ultrashort pulses at 535 nm. 
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Fluorescence decays were recorded at 550 nm with at least 10,000 counts being collected in the 
time-bin of maximum intensity. Excitation and emission spectra of HEX can be found in Figure 
S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Material. An instrument response function (IRF) was 
measured using a scattering solution of colloidal silica (LUDOX, Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Analysis 
of the fluorescence decay profiles was performed using TRFA Advanced Data Processor (SSTC, 
Minsk, Belarus).  
 
Multiphoton FLIM.  
 
Multiphoton FLIM was performed using an inverted confocal microscope (TCS SP5, Leica 
Microsystems GmbH, Germany) equipped with time correlated single photo counting (TCSPC) 
electronics and using a femtosecond pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai, Newport Spectra-Physics, 
CA, USA) as the light source. HEX fluorescence was excited using two photon excitation and 
femtosecond pulses at 750 nm focused into the sample using a 40x air objective lens. Fluorescence 
emission was collected between 525 and 600 nm and the IRF recorded using an 0.5 M solution of 
trans-4-[4-(dimethylamino)styrl]-1-methylpyridinium iodide (DASPI) in methanol. Analysis of 
the fluorescence decays was performed using SPImage software (Becker & Hickl GmbH, 
Germany).  
 
2c2p fluorometer.  
 
A 2c2p fluorometer was implemented (Figure S2) as a step towards 2c2p excitation in a FLIM 
microscope. To achieve efficient 2c2p excitation, two photons of different wavelengths must 
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spatially and temporally coincide within the sample, with optimal excitation being achieved when 
both beams have the same polarization. Significantly, 2c2p excitation events have similar 
absorption cross-sections to conventional one-color two-photon (1c2p) excitation,21 thus making 
absorption probabilities much higher than three-photon excitation. To this end, the output of a 
Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai, Spectra-Physics, CA, USA) was tuned to 900 nm and frequency 
doubled to 450 nm using a BBO crystal.The two wavelengths were spatially separated using a 580 
nm dichroic (DC1). The 900 nm wavelength radiation was then directed to a corner cube coated 
with gold and mounted on a linear translation stage (UTM PP1HL, Newport, CA, USA). This 
provides for a temporal delay of the 900 nm pulses to enable overlapping with the 450 nm pulses 
at the sample. Both beam lines incorporated half wave (λ/2) retarding plates to rotate their 
polarisation. In addition, the 450 nm radiation was passed through a variable neutral density filter 
for power adjustment. Both beams were recombined at a second 580 nm dichroic (DC2) and 
focused into a quartz cuvette using an achromatic doublet lens with a focal length of 55 mm (L3). 
The effective excitation wavelength (λeff) is given by Equation 1, where λ1 and λ2 are the two 
excitation wavelengths. 
 
1
𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓
=
1
𝜆1
+  
1
𝜆2
      (1) 
 
Accordingly, a combination of 900 and 450 nm radiation results in an effective excitation 
wavelength of 300 nm. Emission was collected at an angle of 90° to the excitation direction with 
a fast photomultiplier (PMH-100, Becker and Hickl GmbH, Germany) using a fused silica lens 
with a 60 mm focal length (L4). Scattered excitation light was blocked using a 360/35 nm band-
pass filter. All mirrors were coated with protected silver for high visible-to-IR reflectivity. For 
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time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) measurements, the PMT was connected to a 
TCSPC card (SPC-830, Becker and Hickl GmbH, Germany). A quartz window positioned at the 
output of the Ti:Sapphire laser reflected a small portion of the 900 nm radiation onto a fast 
photodiode (DET10A, Thorlabs GmbH). This signal was amplified (HSA-X-2-40, FEMTO 
Messtechnik GmbH, Germany) and connected to the TCSPC card for triggering. Detailed 
characterization of the system can be found in Figures S3, S4 and S5 in the Electronic 
Supplementary Information.  
 
2c2p fluorescence (lifetime) microscopy.  
 
For fluorescence microscopy using 2c2p excitation, two excitation beams were directed to the back 
port of an inverted epi-fluorescence microscope (IX71, Olympus, Japan) using a periscope (Figure 
S6). A fully reflective aluminum mirror inside the microscope directed the beams to a UV 
optimized 40× oil objective lens (UAPON, Olympus, Japan) to illuminate the sample. 
Fluorescence was collected via the same objective lenses and directed towards the PMT using a 
400 nm dichroic mirror. A UV fused silica lens with a 60 mm focal length (L5) focused the light 
onto the photocathode of the PMT with excitation light being blocked using a 360/35 nm band-
pass filter. The alignment and overlap of the two excitation spots was achieved using a test sample 
consisting of a 80 nm thick fluorescent polymer film. Alignment in the z-direction was made 
possible with a telescope (positioned in the 900 nm radiation path) consisting of two lenses (L3, 
L4) of focal lengths 35 and 63 mm respectively, mounted on separate linear translation stages. 
Fluorescence images were built up by raster scanning the spots across the sample (in both the x 
and y directions) using a motorized stage (ScanIM, Märzhäuser GmbH, Germany). Control of the 
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stage and collection of the signal from the PMT was performed using custom software written in 
the LabView graphical programming environment.  
 
Microfluidic chip fabrication and operation.  
 
Planar microfluidic chips were made from polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) and glass using soft 
lithographic methods that have been described in detail elsewhere.22 Briefly, a master mold was 
produced on a silicon wafer (where all feature heights were 100 µm) by exposing a negative 
photoresist layer (SU-8 50, MicroChem, MA, USA) to UV radiation. A structured PDMS layer 
was then formed by mixing oligomer and curing agent (Sylgard 184 Elastomer Kit, Dow Corning, 
MI, USA) at a ratio of 10:1 and pouring this mixture on top of the master. After curing at 65oC for 
5 hours, the structured PDMS substrate was peeled off the master, and access holes punched 
through the PDMS using a biopsy punch (1.5 mm, Miltex, Germany). Microchannels were 
enclosed by bonding the structured PDMS layer to a glass coverslip in an air plasma oven (PDC-
002, Harrick Plasma, NY, USA). 
 
Reagents were delivered into microchannels via fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing 
(Teflon FEB, Anachem, Luton, UK) inserted into the inlet reservoirs. The FEP tubing was then 
connected to 1-mL glass syringes (Hamilton Gastight 1000 series, Sigma-Aldrich, UK) via finger 
tights and polyetheretherketone (PEEK) tubing (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Hydrodynamic flow was 
generated using precision syringe pumps (IITC Life Science, CA, USA) and the outlet tubing 
placed into a waste reservoir. Prior to experiments, 0.1 wt% n-Dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) in 
water was flowed through the channels for 15 minutes at 3 µL/min. Such a pre-treatment was 
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shown to be efficient in minimizing DNA and protein adsorption to channel surfaces during 
experiment.23 
 
Computational fluid dynamic simulations.  
 
CFD simulations were performed using ANSYS CFX® (Canonsburg, PA, USA) as previously 
detailed.7 In brief, the software simultaneously solves the 3D conservation equations of 
momentum, continuity and advection-reaction-diffusion of species that describe both fluid flow 
and reaction using the finite volume method. Further details of the simulation conditions and the 
implemented boundary conditions are provided in the Electronic Supplementary Information. To 
simulate the reaction between UNG and DNA additional rate terms were extracted from literature 
data reported by Bellamy and co-workers.14 The geometry of the computational domain was 
designed to closely match the microchannel dimensions of the Y-mixer used in the current 
experiments. The finite volume element mesh was created inside the geometry by setting the 
maximum cell length to less than 1/20th of the smallest feature. To simulate quenching of 
fluorescein fluorescence, the mesh had a maximum cell length of 5 µm and a total of 1,754,264 
elements. Molecular diffusion coefficients of 2 ×10-9 m2s-1 (DNaI-Wat) for sodium iodide and 6 ×10
-
10 m2s-1 (DFl-Wat) for fluorescein (both in water) were used in all simulations. In all cases a solution 
was found within less than 200 iterations and in less than 1 hour using a dual-core 2.13 GHz Intel© 
processor. Two computational domains were required to simulate the reaction between UNG and 
DNA in the Y-mixer. The first had a maximum cell length of 2.5 µm, a channel length of 2.5 cm 
and a total of 2,317,396 elements. The second had a maximum cell length of 5 µm, a channel 
length of 4 cm and a total of 4,086,724 elements. Accordingly the reaction at 4 cm could be 
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simulated with reduced resolution, whilst reactions at 0, 1.5 and 2.5 cm could be simulated with 
high resolution. The molecular diffusion coefficient of 3U in water (D3HU-Wat) was assumed to be 
4 × 10-11 m2s-1 and that of UNG (DUNG-Wat) to be 7 × 10
-11 m2s-1. In all cases a solution was found 
in less than 250 iterations and in less than 5 hours using a dual-core 2.13 GHz Intel© processor. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Time-resolved measurements of UNG-DNA binding.  
UNG-DNA binding can be monitored by assessing the change in the fluorescence polarization 
anisotropy of the HEX label. Such variations in anisotropy are due an increase in rotational 
diffusion times as the mass of the fluorophore complex increases.24,25 To assess whether 
fluorescence decay time variations can be used to monitor UNG-DNA binding, fluorescence decay 
profiles (at 535 nm excitation) originating from solutions containing increasing amounts of UNG 
and a fixed concentration (50 nM) of 1U oligonucleotide were measured. Previously, the 
fluorescence decay of HEX has been reported to be well-described by a single exponential decay 
law in the unbound state but any change upon enzyme binding has yet to be explored.25 In the 
current experiments, all fluorescence decay profiles were globally analyzed using a double 
exponential decay model with fixed lifetime values of 3.5 ns and 4.2 ns. These values represent 
the ‘free’ and ‘bound’ fluorophore populations in the sample. Figure 1 illustrates the variation of 
both the average fluorescence lifetime and magnitude of the pre-exponential factors as a function 
of UNG concentration. It is observed that as the amount of (bound) UNG is increased, the pre-
exponential factor (or amplitude) of the shorter lifetime component decreases and the pre-
exponential factor of the longer component increases. Accordingly, the average fluorescence decay 
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time is seen to increase from 3.5 to 4.2 ns (with reduced χ2 values between 1.38 and 1.41). The 
physical interpretation of such a change is most likely due to the switching-off of non-radiative 
deactivation caused by the enzyme changing the conformation of the DNA and hence the rigidity 
of the linker moiety. Such a dependence of fluorescence decay times on the fluorophore rigidity 
has been noted previously.26,27 Quantitative fluorescence polarization anisotropy, which is 
commonly used for such measurements of binding, generally assumes that there is no change in 
the fluorescence lifetime on binding. Since a change in the fluorescence lifetime is clearly observed 
in the current system, measurement of fluorescence decay time variations represents a more 
appropriate method of monitoring the binding process. 
 
With the aim of measuring such signals to demonstrate the utility of the detection method within 
a microfluidic environment, 3 μM of oligonucleotide 1U and 20 μM UNG were introduced into 
the inlet channels of the Y-mixer (50 µm high and 100 µm wide) at a flow rate of 0.25 μl/min. 
Microfluidic Y-mixers been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically.5,28-31 In 
particular they can be used to measure reaction rates that would otherwise be impossible using 
conventional stopped-flow techniques.5 Fluorescence lifetime images were acquired at 0, 1, 2.5 
and 10 mm from the point of confluence (corresponding to average residence times of 108, 540, 
1350 and 5400 ms) using multiphoton FLIM microscopy and resulting fluorescence decay profiles 
were fitted to a single exponential decay model (Figure 2). As expected, the extracted decay times 
increase as the two species diffuse and bind near the center of the microchannel. Fluorescence 
lifetime images were then fitted to a double exponential decay model with fixed fluorescence 
lifetimes of 3.5 and 4.2 ns (using the values from the bulk solution measurements). The generated 
line profiles (Figure 2) allow direct quantification of the bound population via assessment of the 
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pre-exponential factor of the longer lifetime component. Accordingly, measurement of the 
fluorescence lifetime can be used to directly monitor enzyme binding to DNA. Unfortunately, 
observation of base flipping using the current set-up requires excitation of the 2-AP base analogue 
via three photon excitation, which is problematic due to the low excitation cross-section.26 
Accordingly, it was decided to develop a two-color two-photon (2c2p) source to facilitate 
excitation of 2-AP in the UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum; a markedly more efficient 
process than three photon excitation.  
 
2c2p fluorometer.   
 
Fluorescence from a control sample of 5 mM tryptophan (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) in pH 7.4 PBS 
buffer was used to assess the performance of the system (Figure S7). First multiphoton excitation 
(1c2p) was performed using 3.3 mW at 450 nm and an acquisition time of 1 second. The excitation 
and emission spectra of tryptophan can be found in Figure S1. The resulting decay profiles were 
analyzed using a single exponential decay model, yielding a fluorescence lifetime of 2.55 ns with 
a reduced χ2 of 1.08 (Figure S7a), which is consistent with literature values.32 Fluorescence was 
then acquired using three photon (1c3p) excitation with an average power of 50 mW at 900 nm 
(Figure S7b). It should be noted that the lower photon detection rates necessitated an acquisition 
time of 30 minutes. Fluorescence decay profiles were analyzed using a single exponential decay 
model and yielded a lifetime of 2.62 ns with a reduced χ2 of 1.17. This increase in fluorescence 
lifetime is most likely due to the increased background signal collected during the 30 minute 
acquisition time. Finally, 2c2p excitation was performed using 3.3 mW at 450 nm and 50 mW at 
900nm with an integration time of 1 s (Figure S7c). Addition of the 900 nm beam resulted in a 2.2 
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fold improvement in the obtained fluorescence signal compared to 1c2p excitation and a 4300 fold 
improvement compared with 1c3p excitation. Again the resulting fluorescence decay profiles were 
analyzed using a single exponential model, which yielded a fluorescence lifetime of 2.49 ns with 
a χ2 of 1.21. This result confirms that the system is capable of performing fluorescence lifetime 
values using 2c2p excitation. 
 
2c2p fluorescence (lifetime) microscopy.  
 
To assess the imaging capability of the 2p2c fluorescence microscope, fluorescence intensity 
images of tryptophan powder on a coverslip were acquired using an analogue photomultiplier tube 
(H8249-102, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). For the first region scanned (Figure 3a), the power of 
the 450 nm and 900 nm laser beams were 1 and 48 mW respectively. It is observed that the 
fluorescence intensity improves 4-fold with the addition of the 900 nm beam. For the second region 
(Figure 3b), the 450 nm power was reduced to 0.33 mW with the 900 nm power held at 48 mW. 
By increasing the 900 nm/450 nm ratio, 1c2p excitation is suppressed and the fluorescence 
intensity improves 28 fold with the addition of the 900 nm beam. The dashed area highlighted in 
Figure 3b was then imaged using the same experimental conditions and scanned with a 1 µm step 
size for improved resolution (Figure 3c). It should be noted that without the 900 nm beam, 
negligible fluorescence was observed in this area and for all regions negligible emission was 
observed when the sample was excited by 900 nm radiation alone.  
 
To perform FLIM, the analogue photomultiplier was replaced with a photon-counting 
photomultiplier (PMH-100, Becker and Hickl GmbH, Germany) for TCSPC detection. To 
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demonstrate 2p2c FLIM, the instrument was first applied to the analysis of ex vivo fixed mouse 
skin tissue. Figure 4 shows the 2c2p excited autofluorescence images acquired 12 µm below the 
surface of an unstained sample of mouse tissue using 0.55 mW at 450 nm and 50 mW at 900 nm. 
The time-integrated fluorescence intensity (Figure 4a) and fluorescence lifetime (Figure 4b) 
images are provided. When comparing the two images, additional contrast from the lifetime data 
is observed between the skin tissue and regions attributed to collagen (indicated by white arrows). 
Further details are available in Figure S8 the Electronic Supplementary Material. 
 
Validation of CFD using FLIM of the quenching of fluorescein by NaI.  
 
To ensure that the CFD simulations accurately mimic the operation of the Y-mixer, we compared 
simulation results with experimental measurements of the fluorescence quenching of fluorescein 
by NaI; a method that has previously been used to validate the efficacy of simulation studies.7 A 
50 μM fluorescein solution and a 625 mM NaI solution (both in water with a 500 mM Tris buffer 
at pH 8.3) were introduced into the inlet channels, each at a flow rate of 0.5 μl/min. FLIM data 
were acquired using 1c2p excitation (exciting at 900 nm) to provide optically sectioned imaging, 
and emission was collected using a 560/25 nm band-pass filter. The beam was scanned across the 
width of the microchannel in 2 µm steps (with a 1 s acquisition time per step) at positions 0, 0.25, 
0.5 and 2 cm from the point of confluence (corresponding to average residence times of 15 ms, 
375 ms, 750 s and 3 s). The spatial distribution of the NaI was then calculated from the fluorescence 
lifetime of the fluorescein and compared to the simulated values (Figure 5).7 A 3-D rendering of 
the CFD simulation at the point of confluence is provided in Figure S9. The good agreement 
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between the two datasets indicates that CFD can be used to simulate UNG-DNA diffusion and 
reaction.    
 
Simultaneous detection of binding and base flipping. 
 
Prior to use in the Y-mixer, the fluorescence decays of 2AP within 2U were measured in a 
multiwell plate using 2c2p excitation. Unwanted 1c2p excitation results in the excitation of the 7 
tryptophan and 5 tyrosine residues within UNG, therefore the output of the Ti:Sapphire laser was 
tuned to 950 nm resulting in a doubled wavelength of 475 nm from the BBO crystal. This enhances 
2AP excitation, since the effective excitation wavelength is shifted to 317 nm. To further suppress 
any 1c2p excitation, the power of the 475 nm beam was maintained below 1.5 mW and the power 
of the 950 nm beam was maintained at 51 mW. Fluorescence decays were collected from 5 µM 
2U DNA for 60 seconds and then repeated after the addition of UNG at an excess concentration 
of 25 µM (Figure 6). Resulting fluorescence decays were analyzed using a double exponential 
decay model. The average fluorescence lifetime increased from 720 ps (reduced χ2 = 1.24) to 
1.64 ns (reduced χ2 = 1.19) with addition of UNG. We attribute this variation to the fluorophore 
being quenched to a lesser extent when the adjacent base is flipped by the enzyme.  
 
10 µM 2U DNA and 45 µM UNG solutions were then introduced into the Y-mixer at individual 
flow rates of 0.5 µl/min. Excitation beams were scanned across the width of the channel (at the 
center of the channel) to minimize any signal from surface bound DNA) in 1 µm steps at 0, 0.25, 
1.5 and 4 cm from the junction (corresponding to average residence times of 15 ms, 375 ms, 2.25 s 
and 6 s). This was repeated using a 560/20 nm emission filter for HEX and a 360/35 nm emission 
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filter for 2AP (excitation and emission spectra for HEX and 2-AP can be found in Figure S1). The 
acquisition time per step was 1 second for HEX and 10 seconds for 2-AP. CFD simulations were 
also performed using the same concentrations and flow rates. The reaction scheme is shown in 
Scheme 1 where E represents the enzyme, S the substrate, ES the bound species and ES* the flipped 
species. The binding rate (k1) was set to 1.54 × 10
8 M-1s-1 and the base flipping rate (k2) was set to 
670 s-1. These values were extracted from previous data reported by Bellamy and co-workers 
measured via stopped-flow techniques.14 Here, k-1 was omitted as UNG was in excess. 
 
E + S 
𝑘1
→ ES 
𝑘2
→  ES*      (Scheme 1) 
 
For the analysis of the fluorescence decay profiles from HEX, a double exponential decay model 
was used with fluorescence lifetime values fixed at 3.5 ns and 4.2 ns, to represent the unbound and 
bound populations respectively. The percentage of the bound component across the channel width 
was then overlaid with the expected percentage of bound species from the simulation. The resulting 
line profiles at the four different positions are illustrated in Figure 7 and show good agreement 
between the experimental and simulated data. Variations in the percentage of bound species at a 
given lateral position are likely to arise from fabrication defects that are unaccounted for in the 
simulation.  
 
A double exponential model was used to fit the fluorescence decays of 2AP within the mixer. The 
fluorescence lifetime values were fixed at 720 ps and 1.64 ns (i.e. the mean fluorescence lifetime 
values measured in solution for the flipped and non-flipped species). The percentage of the flipped 
component across the channel width was then overlaid with the percentage of flipped species 
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concentration from the simulation (Figure 8). As with the HEX data in Figure 7, the line profiles 
are in excellent agreement with each other. At 0 cm, both data sets report less than 1 % of the 
flipped species. At the same position, the HEX data reports up to 80 % of bound DNA. These data 
show that the current experimental system is able to resolve the binding and base flipping processes 
between 0 and 25 µs. It should be noted that the 2AP data do not report 100 % of the flipped 
species at 4 cm since the binding reaction is reversible. 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
We have presented a novel method for monitoring a two-step enzyme-DNA reaction using a 2c2p 
FLIM microscope and a microfluidic mixing device. The good agreement between the 
experimental and simulated data for both the binding and flipping processes validates the 
experimental technique. It is noted that for the current biological system, the rate constants used 
in simulation were extracted from the literature. Nevertheless, the study of reactions with unknown 
kinetic parameters can be achieved by comparing a series of simulations (with different rates) with 
the experimental data. Indeed, this method was demonstrated by Matthews et al. in the 
measurement of the kinetics of a simple chemical reaction.9  
With an increase in access to microfluidic technology and the continuing cost reductions of optical 
components, we believe that this method will become a valuable tool for investigating the kinetics 
of biological processes. In principle this technique could be extended to other biological systems 
such as protein-protein binding, single molecule DNA studies, or drug-lipid intereactions. Whilst 
the current setup is based on monitoring fluorescence, it does not necessary require the use of 
fluorescent labels as intrinsic autofluorescence can be monitored using the 2c2p excitation. This 
opens up the possibility of investigating other fast enzymatic reactions or even fast protein folding 
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events. Finally, the use of excitation radiation in the visible and near-IR results in significantly 
reduced photodamage within biological samples compared to UV excitation and affords increased 
light penetration of biological tissue. Accordingly, we expect that 2c2p excitation will be highly 
useful in exciting tissue autofluorescence for biomedical research 
 
 Supporting Information. Containing details of the equations, boundary conditions, and results 
of the CFD simulations. Characterization and setup of the 2c2p fluorometer. Time-resolved 
fluorescence of free tryptophan excited with 1c2p, 1c3p and 2c2p. Schematic of the 2c2p 
microscope setup. Details of the 2c2p FLIM analysis of skin tissue. Excitation and emission 
spectra of tryptophan, HEX and 2-AP. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at 
http://pubs.acs.org. 
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Abbreviation Sequence 
1U 5’-(H)-GAC-TAA-UAA-TGA-CTG-CG-3’ 
2U 5’-(H)-GAC-TAP-UAA-TGA-CTG-CG-3’ 
 
Table 1. Oligonucleotides containing HEX and 2-AP labels. 
 
  
Figure 1.  
Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy of a fixed concentration of UNG (50 nM) 
showing the change in the pre-exponential factors and average fluorescence lifetime 
values with increasing amount of UNG. Here, p1 and p2 refer to the pre-exponentials 
of the 3.5 and 4.2 ns lifetime respectively. 
  
 Figure 2.  
FLIM analysis of UNG-DNA binding in a microfluidic mixer. FLIM images using a 
single exponential model (left hand panels) at a) 0 mm, b) 1 mm, c) 2.5 mm and d) 10 
mm corresponding to average residence times of 108, 540, 1350 and 5400 ms 
respectively. The right hand panels show line profiles of the % bound DNA derived 
from the 4.2 ns pre-exponential using a double exponential model.  
  
Figure 3.  
Fluorescence intensity images of tryptophan powder with 1c2p (left) and 2c2p (right) 
excitation. a) First region with 10 µm step size. Scale bar: 50 µm b) Second region 
with 10 µm step size. Scale bar: 50 µm. c) Scan of dashed area in second region with 
1 µm step size. Scale bar: 10 µm. 
  
450 nm + 900 nm450 nm
a)
b)
c)
  
 
Figure 4. 
2c2p excited autofluorescence of unstained mouse tissue. a) Intensity image and b) 
lifetime image showing the mean fluorescence lifetime calculated from a fit to a 
double exponential decay model. White arrows indicate regions of collagen. Scale bar 
is 10 µm and the image intensities have been normalised. 
  
  
Figure 5.  
Line profiles of the concentration of NaI obtained from CFD simulations and FLIM at 
positions a) 0 cm, b) 0.25 cm, c) 0.5 cm and d) 2 cm down the Y-mixer corresponding 
to average residence times of 15 ms, 375 ms, 750 s and 3 s respectively. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 
Time-resolved fluorescence of 2-AP within DNA excited using 2c2p, a) without Ung 
and b) with 25 µM Ung. 
 
 
  
  
Figure 7.  
Line profiles of the percentage of bound species measured experimentally and 
simulated at positions a) 0 cm, b) 0.25 cm, c) 1.5 cm and d) 4 cm from the point of 
confluence corresponding to average residence times of 15 ms, 375 ms, 2.25 s and 6 s 
respectively.  
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Figure 8.  
Line profiles of the percentage of flipped species measured experimentally and 
simulated at positions a) 0 cm, b) 0.25 cm, c) 1.5 cm and d) 4 cm from the point of 
confluence corresponding to average residence times of 15 ms, 375 ms, 2.25 s and 6 s 
respectively. 
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Excitation and emission spectra 
 
Figure S1: Excitation and emission spectra of a) tryptophan, b) HEX and c) 2-AP. 
Excitation and emission spectra of HEX and 2-AP were measured on a commercial 
spectrofluorometer (SPEX Fluoromax), both in a buffer of 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 
150 mM NaCl at 25ºC. Tryptophan data was taken from (Prahl, 1995). 
 
 
Figure S2. 2c2p fluorometer setup. 
 
Characterisation of 2c2p fluorometer system 
Figure S3 shows the resulting fluorescence intensity from 5 mM tryptophan (Sigma-Aldrich, 
St. Louis, MO, USA) pH 7.4 PBS buffer solution with one or two beams when the powers 
ratios of the 450 and 900 nm are varied. Irradiating the sample with only 450 nm light 
produced weak emission due to 1c2p excitation. The fluorescence intensity increased when 
both beams are used, demonstrating 2c2p excitation. Almost no fluorescence was observed 
with the 900 nm beam alone.  The amount of the fluorescence due to 1c2p excitation could be 
suppressed by changing the ratio of the 450 and 900 nm power levels variable neutral density 
filters. We note that the molar extinction coefficient of tryptophan at 225 nm and 333 nm are 
12689 M
-1
 cm
-1
 and 10 M
-1
 cm
-1
 respectively (see spectra in Figure S1). 
 Figure S3: 2c2p excited tryptophan autofluorescence intensity using one or two beams at 
different power ratios of 450 nm and 900 nm.  
 
To investigate the origins of the fluorescence shown in Figure S3, the tryptophan was 
irradiated with a single femtosecond laser beam of varying powers. Figure S4 shows log plots 
of the fluorescence intensity as the power of either the 450 or 900 nm beam is varied in the 
absence of the other beam. A gradient of 2.11 for the 450 nm light demonstrates a quadratic 
power dependence indicating two-photon excitation. For the 900 nm light the gradient was 
measured to be 2.62, possibly indicating a mixture of two- and three-photon excitation. 
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 Figure S4: Dependence of the fluorescence intensity on the excitation power of a) only 
450 nm light and b) only 900 nm light 
 
Both beams were then used to excite the tryptophan sample and investigate the dependence of 
2c2p fluorescence intensity on the variation of the power levels of both beams. For two-
photon absorption, the rate of absorption is linearly dependent on the product of the 
intensities of each wavelength as shown in equation (S1) below. 
  
  
                    (S1) 
Here N the number of molecules in the ground state, δ is the two-photon absorption cross 
section and I is the photon flux. Therefore the fluorescence intensity is expected to be linearly 
dependent on each of the excitation intensities if the other is kept constant. Log plots of the 
fluorescence intensity versus the power of either 450 or 900 nm (Figure S5) gave slopes close 
to 1 demonstrating this dependency. 
 Figure S5: The dependence of the 2c2p fluorescence intensity on variation of the 
power levels of a) 450 nm and b) 900 nm, whilst the other beam is held at a constant 
power. 
 
 
Figure S6. Setup for fluorescence microscopy using 2c2p excitation 
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CFD equations and boundary conditions 
CFD simulations were performed using ANSYS CFX
®
 (Canonsburg, PA, USA) to study 
fluid behaviour and mixing within the microfluidic channels. The software uses algorithms to 
solve the 3D continuity, momentum and advection-diffusion-reaction equations describing 
the fluid flow with associated reactive mass-transport in the microfluidic device using the 
finite volume method (Versteeg 2007). In this method, the computational domain (which 
describes the total volume of the channels) is discretised into small volumes that create a 
body-fitted mesh. The partial differential equations, that describe the fluid flow, are then 
solved at the centroids of these volumes. The Navier-Stokes equation (S2) describes the 
balance of forces experienced by a Newtonian and incompressible fluid. 
 (
  
  
      )                                                                  
Here   ∑      is the density of the fluid calculated as the arithmetic average of the 
densities of the components of the mixture, [i] represents the mass fraction of component i, 
  is the del operator, u is the 3D velocity vector, t is the time,   ∑      is the dynamic 
viscosity calculated as the arithmetic average of the viscosities of the components of the fluid 
and p is the pressure. The continuity equation (S3) must also be satisfied so that mass is 
conserved across the domain. 
                                                                                     
The solutions to these equations describe the overall motion of the fluid by providing the 
velocity at each point in the domain. To investigate the diffusion of solutes within the bulk 
fluid, the transport equation (S4) is also solved. Here, [A] is the mass fraction of species A, 
and DA is the diffusion coefficient of species A. 
          
         (S4) 
The reaction of UDG with DNA was simulated using the scheme, A + B 
  
→ C 
  
→  D, where 
(C) is the UDG-DNA complex and (D) is base flipped product. For this, additional rate terms 
are required so the transport equation becomes the typical reaction-diffusion equations: 
          
                                                                  
          
                                                                  
           
                                                         
          
                                                                    
Here [B], [C] and [D] are the concentrations of species B, C and D, DB, DC and DD are the 
diffusion coefficients of species B, C and D, and k1 and k2 are the rate coefficients for the 
formation of C and D respectively. 
The geometry of the computational domain was designed to replicate the microchannel 
dimensions used in the experiments. The finite volume element mesh was created inside the 
geometry by setting the maximum cell length to less than 1/20
th
 of the smallest feature 
(100 µm). A small cell length creates a high number of elements and provides good 
resolution in the solution. If the computational load exceeds the available memory of the 
computer then the maximum cell length is increased (reducing the number of elements). 
Similarly, if the time taken to reach the convergence criterion was too long (i.e. weeks) then 
the maximum cell length was also increased. 
The conditions of the simulations were as follows: 
 A no-slip boundary condition (u=0) was used at the domain walls. This condition 
prevents the movement of the fluids at the liquid-solid boundary. In reality partial slip 
exist on the nanoscale, but for the micron-sized dimensions used in these simulations, 
the no-slip boundary condition is satisfactory (Tropea 2007). 
 For channel inlets, the normal velocity and concentrations of species were fixed at the 
experimental values. This is the Dirichlet boundary condition where the solutions for 
the governing equations are fixed at specific values. 
 At the outlet, static pressure and normal gradients of velocity were set to zero. This is 
a mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary condition where the values of the solutions as 
well as the values of the derivative of the solutions are specified. Note that this is used 
when the flow is fully developed and far enough from the inlet. 
 The values for the inlet velocities were obtained from the experimental volumetric 
flow rates and channel dimensions. The values for the concentrations of the species at 
the inlets were identical to the experimentally used values.  
 In the experimental devices, water was the only carrier fluid for the solutes. Therefore 
a single-phase model was used for the simulation as no other fluids were present. The 
solutes are accounted for by their respective advection-reaction-diffusion equations 
(Eq. S5-S8). 
 The values for the density and viscosity of the fluid were set to those of water at room 
temperature. The values for the diffusion coefficients of the solute species within the 
fluid were obtained from the classical Stokes-Einstein equation for dilute liquid 
solutions (Bird 1960). 
 Due to low Reynolds numbers (~ 1 to 6), calculated at an equivalent inlet channel 
diameter at average flow velocity, the flow is expected to be purely streamlined and 
there is no need for modelling turbulent stresses.  
 For each experiment the flow rates were held constant during data acquisition so that 
fluid behaviour and mixing did not change over time. For this reason, time was 
omitted from the simulation and a steady-state model was used.  
 The convergence criterion was such that the relative value of the solutions between 
successive iterations was smaller than the assigned accuracy level of 10
-5
.  
 
 
Figure S7. Time-resolved fluorescence of free tryptophan excited with a) 1c2p b) 1c3p or c) 
2c2p. The IRF was obtaining using a scattering solution of LUDOX. 
 
2-color 2-photon autofluorescence intensity and lifetime imaging 
2c2p FLIM was applied to ex vivo mouse skin tissue fixed in 4% formalin, which originated 
from mdx dystrophic mice (C57 black 10 strain).  Figures 4 (main text) and S8 show the 
fluorescence intensity and FLIM images. For comparison, Figure S8a shows a FLIM image 
(fitted to a single exponential decay model) of 1c2p excited autofluorescence (0.55 mW 
average power at 450 nm) acquired at a depth of 12 µm from the surface of the skin – 
expected to be in the stratum corneum, i.e. the outer most layer of the epidermis. Areas of 
bright autofluorescence are attributed to corneocytes with dark areas being attributed to hair 
follicles (Palero 2007). Since the effective 1c2p excitation wavelength was 225 nm with 
emission being collected at 360 nm, we expect this autofluorescence to originate from 
tryptophan residues (Ramanujam 2000). The average fluorescence lifetime over the field of 
view was 2.82 ± 0.20 ns, which is longer than the measured value for tryptophan in solution 
(2.55 ns) but is in agreement with previous tissue studies (Siemiarczuk 2004). The fringe 
artifacts originate from the fluctuation of the laser power as the beam is scanned across the 
sample together with a low SNR from the 1c2p excitation. In a complex sample such as skin 
tissue, a fluorescence lifetime distribution is expected, due to tryptophan existing in a range 
of different environments (Siegel 2003), but the 1c2p excited fluorescence signal level was 
not sufficient to allow fitting to a more complex fluorescence decay model.   
 
 
Figure S8. FLIM images of unstained mouse tissue. (a) 1c2p excitation with a single 
exponential fit. (b) 2c2p with a single exponential fit. (c) & (d) 2c2p excitation with a double 
exponential fit showing the fluorescence lifetime images of the short and long lifetime 
components respectively. Scale bar is 10 µm and the image intensities have been normalised. 
 
Using 2c2p excitation, a FLIM image of the same region was acquired and the stronger 
autofluorescence signal (~ 8-fold increase to an average photon count per pixel of 6749) 
enabled the FLIM data to be fitted to both a single and a double exponential decay model, for 
which the corresponding mean lifetime maps are shown in Figures S8b & 4b respectively. 
Fitting the 2c2p excited autofluorescence lifetime data to a single exponential decay model 
yielded a mean fluorescence lifetime of 2.33 ± 0.19 ns over the entire image and presented 
more contrast in the FLIM image. This lifetime contrast was further improved with a fit to the 
double exponential decay model for which the short component had a mean value of 0.73 ± 
0.09 ns (Figure S8c) and the long component a mean value of 3.32 ± 0.14 ns (Figure S8d) 
averaged across the field of view. We expect that this 2c2p effective excitation wavelength of 
300 nm should also excite autofluorescence from collagen (Konig, 2003), which is reported 
to have a short lifetime component of <1 ns when excited in the deep UV (Zukauskas 2008). 
Accordingly, regions with the largest contribution from the short lifetime component (marked 
with arrows in Figure 4b) are attributed to collagen. This observation is in agreement with 
previous studies, which have reported the detection of collagen in mouse skin between depths 
of 10 and 20 µm (Palero 2007). It should be noted that the extinction coefficient for 
tryptophan is 12689 M
-1
cm
-1
 at 225 nm for 1c2p while at 300 nm for 2c2p it is 507 M
-1
cm
-1
 
(see spectra in Figure S1). 
 
CFD result of fluorescein and NaI mixing 
Verification of the CFD simulation was achieved by comparison to an experimental mixing 
system. Fluorescein and NaI were induced separately in each inlet channel and FLIM images 
were recorded as the two species diffused across the channel. The spatial distribution of the 
NaI was then calculated from the fluorescence lifetime of the fluorescein and compared to the 
simulated values (Robinson 2008). The CFD simulation of the Y-mixer showing the 
concentration of NaI can be found in Figure S9. The entire device was 2 cm long to allow 
complete mixing of analytes, but only the first 1 mm is shown here. Downstream from the 
junction the fluids begin to diffuse into each other and the concentration of NaI decreases. 
This can be seen from the change in color from red to yellow. The concentration of 
fluorescein also decreases as the fluids mix. This can be seen from the change in color from 
blue to turquoise. 
 
Figure S9: CFD simulation of fluorescein and NaI mixing in a Y-mixer. The plane at 
the middle of the channel shows the concentration of NaI. Fluorescein is introduced in 
the left hand channel (blue) and NaI is introduced in the right hand channel (red). 
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